
Who profits from more than $1000 NNOC 
Annual dues, taken from each RN’s 

paycheck? 

 
 
 
 

  
Rose Ann DeMoro 
 

     
Robert  DeMoro 

 

 
Nestor Villatoro 

 

 

“Chito” Quijano 

 

 

Julie Rogers          

    

Fela Bustos                EMPLOYEE (L&D) paid by the union a sum of $10,929 for organizing her peers!  

 

Nina Negrillo            EMPLOYEE (2E)  paid by the union a sum of $19,624 for organizing her peers! 

 

The National Nurses Organizing Committee (NNOC)/California Nurses Association (CNA) 

employees and officers would like nurses to believe that they are a self-sacrificing group of idealists 

who are primarily concerned with the welfare of nurses and patients.  The following staff, see to it that 

they are paid far more than the nurses from whom they collect over $1,000 per year in CNA dues.  

CNA will demand that you be fired if you do not pay. 

Rose Ann DeMoro, Executive Director of both NNOC and CNA 
 

DeMoro has never been a nurse.   
 

She was Teamster’s Union organizer after leaving a UC Santa Barbara graduate 

program in women's studies. In the 2010-11 fiscal year CNA paid her a salary of 

$157.933, NNU also paid her   $157.933, for a total of $305.866. 

Robert DeMoro, (not an RN) NNOC/CNA Director of Research (unspecified).   

In the 20010-11 fiscal year CNA/NNOC paid him  $157.157,  For his 

“independent research”. 

CAN/NNOC paid Rose Ann DeMoro and Robert “Don” 

DeMoro, $463,023 all from hardworking nurse’s dues! 

     Keep over $1,000 per year of your wages in your wallet, rather than 

having NNOC/CNA collect it to further enrich even more NNOC/ CNA 

staff and nurses who want to make an extra buck off of fellow nurses. 

VOTE NO JULY 11! 

CNA in 2010-11 collected more than 89 million dollars  of which they gave 

22 thousand on behalf of individual members, including scholarships!! If they 

are a “professional organization”, shouldn’t they contribute more 

to the profession?? 

I mean…that’s LESS THAN 0.02%!!!! Who are they kidding?? 

Pedrito “Chito” Quijano CNA/NNOC organizer was paid in the same fiscal year 

a sum of $141,411 

Nestor Villatoro CNA/NNOC organizer was paid in the 2010-11 fiscal year a 

sum of $127,037 

Julie Rogers CNA/NNOC organizer was paid in the same fiscal year a sum of 

$83,726 


